


Background: The Paris Agreement
This Agreement (…) aims to strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change, in 
the context of sustainable development and efforts to eradicate poverty, including by: 

(a) Holding the increase in the global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-
industrial levels and pursuing efforts to limit the temperature increase to 1.5°C (…); 

(b) Increasing the ability to adapt to the adverse impacts of climate change and foster climate 
resilience (…); 

(c) Making finance flows consistent with a pathway towards low greenhouse 
gas emissions and climate-resilient development. 



G20 Hamburg Climate and 
Energy Action Plan (2017)

OECD, UN Environment and the World Bank are to shed 
more light on Article 2.1.c of the Paris Agreement by 

“compil(ing) ongoing public and private activities within 
the G20 for making financial flows consistent with the 
Paris goals and, building on this, to analyse potential 

opportunities for strengthening these efforts.”



Project milestones
Workshop

• 25-26 April: Foresight workshop in Washington DC

Drafting

• 22 June – 4 July: First draft of synthesis report for review
• 27 July – 15 August: Second and last draft for review - OLIS

Seminar
• 28-29 June: Seminar to discuss main messages

UNGA
• 24 September: Launch of key message in New York City at the UN General Assembly

COP24

• late November (TBD): Launch of final report
• 12 December (TBC): Promotional events at COP24 in Katowice, Poland



High-level Discussion in NYC
• Held alongside the UN General Assembly in New York
• A high-level panel with close to 100 participants, including:

• Ministers from Fiji, Poland, Ethiopia, Japan
• High representation from IGOs: Patricia Espinosa, UNFCCC; 

Erik Solheim, UN Environment; Laura Tuck, World Bank 
Group; Angel Gurría, OECD Secretary General

• The initiative provides guidance for countries to move beyond an 
incremental approach to financing low-emission, resilient 
infrastructure systems towards the transformational agenda 
needed for decisive climate action.



Synthesis report 
• How will innovations in technologies, business models and finance shape the 

future of infrastructure and create new opportunities to combat climate change? 

• To what extent are existing policy frameworks, institutions and financial systems 
fit for purpose in ensuring that infrastructure investments are consistent with low-
emission, resilient pathways? 

• How could public and private actors work together to redirect financial flows at 
scale into activities compatible with a low-emission, resilient future? 

• How can we enhance international and national cooperation to shift investment 
away from carbon- intensive infrastructure at the pace and scale needed? 



Six transformative areas to align 
financial flows with low-
emission, resilient infrastructure



Why is it transformative?
• Avoid emissions lock-in 
• Prevent stranded assets

Priority action areas
• Develop long-term low-emission strategies, through cross-ministry 

collaboration and stakeholder consultation with development at its core
• Strengthen climate capacity
• Develop pipelines of infrastructure projects compatible with climate goals
• Mainstream climate-resilience considerations across planning practices
• Prepare for different ‘futures’ through specialised foresight personnel or 

units within ministries



Why is it transformative?
• Current technologies are not on track
• New business models, technologies and financing practices create

opportunities for more sustainable development

Priority action areas
• Deploy targeted innovation policies to create a market for climate 

innovations
• Deliver and scale-up support for research and development of 

climate solutions
• Overcome financial barriers to demonstration, deployment and 

early-stage commercialization
• Promote international technology diffusion and adoption at scale



Why is it transformative?
• Budgetary practices influence behaviours
• Current dependence of many governments on fossil fuel revenues puts 

long-term fiscal sustainability at risk

Priority action areas
• Diversify government revenue streams 
• Align fiscal incentives with climate objectives
• Leverage public procurement practices and indirect spending 

through SOEs or development finance institutions
• Ensure an inclusive transition along the way to facilitate social 

acceptance



Why is it transformative?
• Sustainable infrastructure financing faces two problems: 

• The need to scale-up all types of infrastructure finance
• The need to shift finance to the right types of infrastructure

Priority action areas
• Mainstream climate considerations in investment decisions 

and strategies
• Disclose climate-related risks and opportunities 
• Rethink financial supervision in light of the direct links 

between long-term financial stability and climate change 
effects



Why is it transformative?
• Provide financing for new low-emission, resilient infrastructure in less 

mature markets
• Mobilise commercial finance for infrastructure in developing countries
• Support policy reform and build institutional, technical and knowledge 

capacity

Priority action areas
• Strengthen development banks’ mandates and incentives by 

aligning portfolios with climate goals
• Bring new investors and sources of finance to investments to 

create new climate markets through blended finance
• Use concessional finance to enable development finance 

institutions to drive the transformation



Why is it transformative?
• Today’s infrastructure choices will:

• determine the extent and impact of climate change
• contribute to the vulnerability or resilience of urban societies
• create the backbone for a strong, inclusive urban development

Priority action areas
• Integrate land-use and transport policies
• Align national and local fiscal regulations with investment needs 

in cities
• Build climate-related and project finance capacity in cities
• Seize the development benefits of low-emission, resilient 

planning



8 case studies
UN Environment Greening the Belt and Road Initiative 

World Bank Group Financing Resilient Urban Infrastructure: Lessons from World Bank and Global Experience

Imperial College Decarbonising energy intensive industries: options and strategies

UN Environment How digital finance favours infrastructure investments, decarbonisation and energy 
access to all 

OECD (DAF) Blockchain, infrastructure and the low-emission transition 

Jan Corfee-Morlot 
et al.

Achieving Clean Energy Access in Sub-Saharan Africa

OECD (DCD) Mobilising commercial capital for sustainable infrastructure: Insights from national 
development banks in Brazil and South Africa 

OECD (CFE) Financing climate objectives in cities and regions to deliver sustainable and inclusive 
growth



Outputs
Synthesis report

(60 pages) 
Key messages 

(4 pages) 
Cities case study 

key findings 
(4 pages) 

UN Shifting the 
Lens paper 
(16 pages)

Forthcoming 
outputs

• Full 
publication

• Case studies
• Video
• Full spread 

infographics



Thank you!

For more information:
http://www.oecd.org/environment/cc/climate-futures

Contact: ClimateFutures@oecd.org

http://www.oecd.org/environment/cc/climate-futures


Context
• Limiting the global average surface temperature increase to 

well below 2°C and to pursue efforts to limit it to 1.5°C
• Increasing the ability to adapt
• Making financial flows consistent (2.1c)

“take stock of collective efforts of Parties in relation to progress 
towards the long-term goal referred to in [Article 4.1], of the 

Agreement and to inform the preparation of nationally 
determined contributions pursuant to [Article 4.8].”
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• Climate change policies do not necessarily translate into lower emissions
• Governments are still facing political economy barriers to the transition



• Strong core climate policies are necessary for a low-carbon future
• Governments are making progress, but need to significanlty accelerate their efforts 

and strenghten climate policies

• Strong climate policies are not enough
• Existing policy frameworks and economic interests continue to be geared towards 

fossil fuels and carbon intensive activities
• Governments need to take a “whole-of-government” approach to align policies 

with a low-carbon economy

• Climate policies and growth can go hand-in-hand if coherent climate policies are 
combined with fiscal and structural reforms

• Infrastructure and finance are central to the climate and growth nexus 
• Financial flows are not aligned with Paris Climate objectives
• Sustainable growth has to be inclusive
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Background: Past work on climate change mitigation



Foresight Workshop in Washington DC 
• Experts on infrastructure, energy, finance and other sectors constructed scenarios using 

a strategic foresight approach 

• In addition to experts from the OECD, UN Environment and the World Bank, 22 external 
experts from developed and emerging economies participated



Why strategic foresight?

How can foresight assist policy-making?
• Enabling responsible policy-making by allowing to consider and prepare for the 

unexpected, especially in a time of rapid change and rising uncertainty
• Identifying new opportunities and challenges for the achievement of a given 

policy objective
• ‘Future-proofing’ current strategies by testing their effectiveness under 

alternative future scenarios

Strategic foresight is not about providing predictions, but 
exploring and preparing for alternative plausible futures not 
yet captured in economic modelling.



Workshop: Aligning Financial Flows with Paris

28-29 June 2018
1.5-day invite-only workshop

• Objective: discuss potential game changers 
and options to accelerate action for making 
financial flows consistent with climate 
objectives

• Target audience: private investors, public 
financiers, ministries, researchers, climate 
negotiators, EPOC, delegations



Based on OECD (2017) Investing in Climate, Investing in Growth

A lack of consistent 
infrastructure planning



Shifting the Lens
• Identification of critical uncertainties posing 

constraints to aligning financial flows with 
climate objectives, in particular 
infrastructure investment

• Adoption of a foresight and scenarios 
approach to offer insights into ways to 
overcome barriers and secure realignment
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